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Definition of a “Monument))

Sec. 22.171.7. Definition of Monument.

For purposes of this article, a Historic-Cultural Monument (Monument) is any site 
(including significant trees or other plant life located on the site), building or structure of 
particular historic or cultural significance to the City of Los Angeles, including historic 
structures or sites in which the broad cultural, economic or social history of the nation, 
State or community is reflected or exemplified; or which is identified with historic 
personages or with important events in the main currents of national, State or local 
history; or which embodies the distinguishing characteristics of an architectural type 
specimen, inherently valuable for a study of a period, style or method of construction; or 
a notable work of a master builder, designer, or architect whose individual genius 
influenced his or her age.

This property is not "identified" with a historic person.



Original Nomination Form
From the nomination form:

6. APPLICABLE HISTORIC-CULTURAL MONUMENT CRITERIA

The proposed monument exemplifies the following Cultural Heritage Ordinance Criteria (Section 22.171.7):

□ Reflects the broad cultural, economic, or social history of the nation, state, or community

□ Is identified with historic personages or with important events in the main currents of national, state, or local history

Embodies the distinguising characteristics of an architectural-type specimen, inherently valuable for study of 
a period, style, or method of construction0

□ A notable work of a master builder, designer, or architect whose individual genius influenced his or her age

It was not even nominated for its identification with a historic person.



First Staff Report
Los Angeles Department of City Planning

RECOMMENDATION REPORT

CASE NO.: CHC-2017-2886-HCM 
EN V-2017-2887-CE

CULTURAL HERITAGE COMMISSION

Location: 106-108-1/2 South Kings Road 
Council Distnct: 5 - Koretz 
Community Plan Area: Wilshire 
Area Planning Commission: Central 
Neighborhood Council: Mid City West 
Legal Description: Tract TR 10389, Lot 57

HEARING DATE: 
TIME:
PLACE:

August 17, 2017 
10:00 AM
City Hall. Room 1010 
200 N Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

PROJECT: Historic-Cultural Monument Application for the 
AIDLIN-REES APARTMENTS

Declare the property a Historic-Cultural MonumentREQUEST:

OWNERfS): Rimini LP
11601 Santa Monica Blvd 
Los Angeles, CA 90025

Steven L Liftman

1212 South Orlando Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90035

That the Cultural Heritage Commission:

APPLICANT:

RECOMMENDATION

Not take the property under consideration as a Historic-Cultural Monument per Los 
Angeles Administrative Code Chapter 9, Division 22. Article 1, Section 22.171.10 
because the application and accompanying photo documentation do not suggest the 
submittal warrants further investigation.

1

OHR staff recommended against considering the nomination .



First Staff Report Analysis
The subject property is not identified with any historic personages or important historical events.

Though the apartment building retains original elements such as a flat roof, comer windows, 
porthole windows, and rounded corners typical of the style, the subject property is not a unique 
or outstanding example of the Streamline Moderne style. The Streamline Moderne style is 
applied to the subject property in a simplified manner and only on the front street-visible fagade. 
Also, the addition of window awnings, security bars on some of the windows, and window box 
air-conditioners, as well as the non-smooth stucco cladding compromise the original design 
intent. Other more exemplary multi-family properties in the Streamline Moderne style that are 
already locally designated include the 844 South Plymouth Apartments (1936, HCM #970); 
Jacobsen Duplex (1938, HCM #796); the Richardson Apartments (1940, HCM #847); and the 
Hannah Schwartz Apartments (1947, HCM #1002).

Furthermore, the subject property is not a notable work of a master architect.

Staff finds that the property does not appear to rise to the level of historic significance to be 
individually eligible for designation as a Los Angeles City Historic-Cultural Monument.

FINDINGS

Based on the facts set forth in the summary, discussion, and application, the Commission 
determines that the property is not significant enough to warrant further investigation as a 
potential Historic-Cultural Monument.

OHR Finding: The property is not identified with any historic persons.



Evidence of Ising's “Association;;
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Applicant: Property is identified with Ising. Only evidence: 2 phone book entries.



Second Staff Report
Los Angeles Department of City Planning

RECOMMENDATION REPORT

CULTURAL HERITAGE COMMISSION CASE NO-: CHC-2017-28fl6-HCM 
ENV-2017 2087 CE

HEARING DATE: 
TIME:
PLACE:

October 19. 2017 
10:00 AM
City Hall, Room 1010 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Location: 106-108-1)2 South Kings Road 
Council District: 5 - Koretz 
Community Plan Area: Wilshire 
Area Planning Commission: Central 
Neighborhood Council: Mid City West 
Legal Description Tract TR 10389, Lot 57

EXPIRATION DATE: October 31, 2017

PROJECT: Histone-Cultural Monument Application for the 
AIDLIN-REES APARTMENTS

Declare the property a Historic-Cultural MonumentREQUEST:

OWNER(S): Rimini LP
11601 Santa Monica Blvd. 
Los Angles, CA 90025

APPLICANT: Steven Luftman
1212 South Orlando Avenue

recommendation That the Cultural Heritage Commission:

1. Not declare the property a Historic-Cultural Monument per Los Angeles Administrative 
Code Chapter 9, Division 22, Article 1 Section 22 171 7

OHR Recommendation after site visit and Ising info: Not Historic.



Second Staff Report Analysis
DISCUSSION

The applicant argues that the Aidlin-Rees Apartments is eligible under two criteria of the Cultural 
Heritage Ordinance. Firstly, that it “embodies the distinguishing characteristics of an architectural- 
type specimen, inherently valuable for study of a period, style, or method of construction” as an 
excellent representative example of the Streamline Moderne architectural style as applied to a 
multi-family dwelling constructed during the mid to late 1930s. At the August 17 hearing, the 
applicant provided additional research and presented the argument that the subject property also, 
“is identified with historic personages or with important events in the main currents of national, 
state, or local history” for its association with Rudolph Ising.

Staff finds that the Aidlin-Rees Apartments does not appear to meet any of the Cultural Heritage 
Ordinance criteria. The subject property does not individually reflect the broad cultural, economic, 
or social history of the nation, state, or community. The new neighborhoods of the Beverly-Fairfax 
area of the Wilshire neighborhood were heavily marketed as discrete subdivisions and developed 
mostly from the mid-1920s to the early 1930s. They included a high number of multi-family 
residences, including numerous two-story duplexes and fourplexes in a variety of Period Revival 
and Modern styles like the subject property. The subject property exhibits a common typology for 
this time period and there is a plethora of 1930s multi-family residences extant in the Wilshire 
neighborhood and across the city.

OHR Finding: the property "does not [] meet any [HCM] criteria.n



Analysis on Ising's Association

The subject property is not identified with any historic personages or important historical events. 
Rudolph Ising (1903-1992), who was best known as the co-founder of Looney Tunes (released 
1930) and Merrie Melodies (released 1931) cartoons, moved into the subject property in 1936 and 
resided there until approximately 1939. While Ising also produced and directed a number of other 
animated films, some of which were during the time he resided at the subject property, the 
information provided does not substantiate him as an historic personage. Also, there is no 
evidence that Ising produced any of his films at the subject property and it is likely that the Aidlin- 
Rees Apartments was one of a number of places where Ising lived over the years.

OHR Finding 1: Ising is not a "historic personage.

OHR Finding 2: No association between property and Ising.

n



ESA Analysis of the Site
CONCLUSION

ESA’s survey of 106-IO8V2 South Kings Road and extensive historical research do not support the 
claims made in the Application, both original and amended. The Subject Property:

• Is only incidentally associated with the long productive life of Rudolf Ising, who had already 
reached the heights of his career before he lived there (Criterion 2)

• Was a residence, and not where Ising did the work that made him famous in his field (Criterion 2)

• Does not in any way represent Ising or his work (Criterion 2)

• Is a simple, low quality, and heavily altered example of the Streamline Moderne style (Criterion 3)

• Was not recognized by SurveyLA and was not included into the adjacent Beverly Square Historic 
District (Criterion 3)

• Pales in comparison to much better, more intact examples both of the style and of engineer J.J. 
Rees’s work that exist just one block east in the District and across the city, including designated 
Historic-Cultural Monuments (Criterion 3)

Therefore, ESA concludes that 106-]0Sl/3 South Kings Road is not eligible for HCM designation for being 
identified with Rudolflsing (Criterion 2) or as an example of the Streamline Moderne style or the work of 
engineer J.J. Rees (Criterion 3),

Sincerely,

ESA Finding: Property not eligible for HCM designation under any criteria.



ESA's Findings on Ising
During his time at MGM, it is unlikely that his work was done at the Apartment and there is no 

evidence for it. Animation production at a major studio is a highly collaborative endeavor, and as such his 
work was likely done with his team at MGM’s studios in Culver City. Ising briefly lived at the Apartment 
for four years but his work—what potentially makes him a historic personage—was done elsewhere. Taking 
this and the aforementioned factors into account, it becomes clear that the Apartment does not meet the 
threshold to qualify for significance under Criterion B. It is only incidentally associated with Rudolflsing 
and in no way represents him or his work. His brief time there represents only a fraction of his long career, 
which was already blossoming well before he lived there. Additionally, other residences and offices from 
his productive life are extant in the Los Angeles area

ESA Finding: Property's association with Ising is "incidental" at best.



Recently Denied Nominations
• Bob Hope Residence
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Denied because the Toluca Lake home was not identified with Hope.



CHC Determination
The justification given: Amended Finding 

Aidlin-Rees Apartments/Rudolf Ising Residence
106-108-1/2 South Kings Road 

CHC-2017-2886-HCM
ENV-2017-2887-CE

On October 19, 2017, the Cultural Heritage Commission voted to declare the subject 
property an Historic-Cultural Monument with the finding that it “is identified with historic 
personages or with important events in the main currents of national, state, or local history” 
for its association with Rudolf Ising (1903-1992), an animator who made significant 
contributions to the animated film industry in Hollywood.

The Commission also requested that the name of the proposed monument be changed from 
the “Aidlin-Rees Apartments” to the “Aidlin-Rees Apartments/Rudolf Ising Residence” based 
on the Commission’s finding that the property is identified with an historic personage.

The undisclosed justification:
Commissioner Kennard comments during deliberation: "There is 
no question in my mind this is a question about neighborhood 
preservation. This is about the neighborhood.M

Original nomination for architectural significance denied.

Based on two phone book entries, CHC determines property is an HCM.



National Register Guidance
32

• NATIONAL REGISTER- 
BULLETIN

Technical information on comprehensive planning, survey of cultural resources, and registration in 
the National Register of Historic Places

U S. Department of the Interior 
National Park Service 

Interagency Resources Division

Guidelines for Evaluating and Documenting 
Properties Associated with Significant Persons

P

'/
I
I

National Register Bulletin provides guidance on applying HCM criteria.



National Register Guidance
• The significance of individuals, and their associations with a 

nominated property, must be substantiated through accepted 
methods of historical research and analysis.

Previous Table of Contents Next

L'.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service

Guidelines for Properties Associated with Significant Persons Discussion and Examples

Methods and Integrity Guidelines

10. The significance of individuals, and their associations with a nominated property, 
must be substantiated through accepted methods of historical research and analysis.

Statements of significance in National Register nominations should be based on an analysis 
of hard evidence, primarily in the form of written documentation, the physical resource, or 
both. Oral history is a legitimate methodology for gathering evidence, of course, when it is 
conducted according to recognized standards. Nominations should not be based on 
speculation or assumptions not based on evidence. The National Register requires no more 
detailed a referencing of sources than a bibliography. Yet many states choose to use direct 
quotes, weave assessments by contemporary or modem critics into the narrative, insert 
parenthetical references to sources, or footnote facts and conclusions. Such devices facilitate 
a greater understanding of the analytical process used and the conclusions drawn. The 
acceptable examples throughout this bulletin include those that do and those that do not 
employ one or more methods of scholarship beyond a bibliography in support of the 
information in the statement of significance; therefore, there is no separate acceptable 
example provided belowr. *

A property's association with a historic person must be substantiated.



This Scenario: Not Acceptable
Example #1; Not acceptable;

The frame house at 510 West Burleson Street in Marshall is claimed to have been 
the residence of noted political figure Louis Trezevant Wigfall....

Wigfalls ownership of the properly in question is substantiated by court records in 
Harrison County, but it is not clear when he came into possession of the property.
No deed of sale to Wigfall has been located, but a suit brought against Wigfall by J. 
N. Saunders in March of 1360 cites Wigfall as the owner. It is interesting to note that 
Saunders is listed in the county deed records as having purchased the property in 
1856. The same court case resulted in the sale of the property by the county sheriff 
in January 1861, with Saunders acquiring it for the sum of $750.00. According to the 
legal records, Wigfall could have acquired the property at some time between 1856 
and 1860. On the basis of the prices paid for ante-bellum property in previous sales, 
it is plausible that a house was already standing on the site when Wigfall acquired it.

Wigfall s association with the property reportedly led to its being used by a number 
of Confederate military officers during the Civil War, including Generals H.H. Sibley 
and E. Kirby Smith. The famous meeting in May 1865, between Kirby Smith and 
members of his staff who wished to effect a change of command in the Trans- 
Mississippi Department of the Confederacy, is believed to have been held at the 
home.

National Register Bulletin found a similar scenario to be "NOT ACCEPTABLE.



This Scenario: Not Acceptable

Comment: Although court records indicate that Wigfall owned the property on which the 
nominated house is located, apparently there is no evidence to substantiate that Wigfall lived 
there} or had any other direct relationship that would qualify the property as a significant 
representation of his importance. In fact, it is not certain that the nominated house had been 
constructed at the time when Wigfall owned the property. Similarly the claim that a 
N famous'1 Civil War meeting took place in this house appears to be based on tradition or 
hearsay rather than concrete evidence.

Property should be a "significant representation" of person's importance.



This Nomination
• There is absolutely no evidence in the record that the 

property is identified with Ising.
• The HCM nomination does not meet any of the required 

criteria.
• Because the HCM nomination was a bait and switch, the 

Cultural Heritage Commission did not have an opportunity to 
consider Ising's controversial characters and history.
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Warner Bros. To Release Racist “Censored 11" Cartoons

Written By TheUrbanDaily Staff
Posted October Jl. 2010 I

Warner Bros, is preparing for the limited 
release of a collection of controversial 
racist cartoons that were pulled from 
syndication in 1968.

Truvada
emtnatobine 200 mg / tenofwirli

Ask a healthcare provi 
if TRUVADA could be r 
for you.

Learn more ■

Image Unavailable
Called the "Censored Eleven," these eleven 
Looney Tunes and Merrie Melodies 
cartoon shorts feature blatantly 
stereotypical depictions of blacks and have 
been deemed to controversial for 
contemporary general audiences. The 
offensive material is so pervasive in these cartoons that no amount of editing could make them 
suitable for airing on television. Though a few of them are currently in the public domain and pop up 
periodically on low-budget compilations, they have been largely unseen since 1968 and have been 
sought after by animation collectors for decades for their historical significance.

Please see full Prescribing Information, 
Medication Guide with important wai
© 2017 Gilead All rn ■ved TVDCOll

Warner Bros, who owns the cartoons, wiE be releasing the cartoons in 2011 as part of their Warner 
Archive series of releases, which are avaEable in limited quantities through their website.

THE TDE: THE CHAMPIONSHIP 
TOUR' WILL FEATURE KENDRICK 
LAMAR, SZA,

In cl 4 m Llll jet are tne following clips:

1. Hittin' the Trail for Hallelujah Land (1931, directed by Rudolflsing)
Now Playing

-j-jmp (1936. ijirrrir'1 k-'1 1 1 •2. SuiiJaV HJir

^ Top Dawg 
~ Entertainment3. Clean Pastures (1937, directed by Friz Freleng)

Ising's work is part of Warner Bros. "Censored 11n
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1930, CARTOON, NOT RECOMMENDED

CONGO JAZZ (1930, HUGH 
HARMAN AND RUDOLF ISING)
Q 5 MAY 2012 LEAVE A COMMENT

Congo Jazz is a great example of how old Hollywood racism works. 
Having Bosko, the lead in the cartoon, be a little black kid isn’t really 
overtly racist... until Harman and Ising have him meet a couple 
monkeys.

Guess who looks like who?

And then, sort of confirming racists are morons, it turns out the 
monkeys’ father is a gorilla. So apparently species were unknown to 
Harman and Ising too.

Strangely, once the cartoon becomes a musical number-and Bosko 
acts the minstrel role-it becomes a lot less offensive. The last half is 
Bosko and the jungle animals playing a song and there are a couple 
almost successful moments.

The controversy over Ising's work during that time period.
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Racist Animated Characters that caused Controversy
by MaxGomora1247, Mar 7, 2017, 8:08:14 PM 
Journals / Personal

WARNING: This list may contain content that is sensitive to some people. The point is not to mock or promote the racism presented, but instead to show 
other people how prevalent it was in our society a long time ago. We sometimes need to look back at these bad things because to not do so would be 
the same as pretending they never existed. Also, while this may be cheating, we will also be including some characters that may not have been 
intentionally racist, but still caused controversy nonetheless.

Bosko (Looney Tunes)
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We continue with yet another Looney Tunes character, though one less well known and sadly, a bit more offensive than Speedy.

Before Bugs Bunny, before Daffy Duck, even before Porky Pig, Bosko was Looney Tunes' first big star. Created by Hugh Harman and Rudolflsing, his first appearance was "Bosko, the Talk-Ink Kid" on April 19, 1929. He starred 
in 39 cartoons.

Although his looks were based on Felix the Cat, Bosko got his personality from the blackface characters of the minstrel and vaudeville shows popular in the 1930s. In keeping with the stereotypes of the minstrel shows, Bosko is 
a natural at singing, dancing, and playing any instrument he encounters. He even talked like a stereotypical African-American, saying things like "I sho'done likes picnics." and "Hmmm! Dat sho' is fine!". Leonard Maltin states 
that this early version of Bosko "was in fact a cartoonized version of a young black boy... he spoke in a Southern Negro dialect... in subsequent films this characterization was eschewed, or perhaps forgotten. 
This could be called sloppiness on the part of Harman and Ising, but it also indicates the uncertain nature of the character itself." Despite the parallels between Bosko and the blackface performers, Ising in later 
years would deny that the character was ever supposed to be a black caricature, and rather claimed he was supposed to be "an inkspot kind of thing." According to Tom Bertino, Harman and Ising never called attention to 
Bosko's racial status, and stayed clear of negative stereotypes involving dice and watermelon. Bosko instead received positive portrayals as a spunky and resourceful boy. An exception to this was a demeaning representation in 
Congo Jazz (1930). Bosko in a jungle setting is depicted standing between a chimpanzee and a gorilla. All three are depicted with virtually identical faces. The only things identifying him as human is his relative size and his 
clothes. The controversy over Ising's work during that time period.



The LAMC Mandates that the 
Nomination be Deemed Denied

(ihciuamg mapj
10. RELEASE

Please read each statement and check the corresponding boxes to indicate that you agree with the statement then sign below in the 
provided space, Either the applicant or preparer may sign.

I acknowledge that all documents submitted will become puolic records under the California Public Records Act, and understand 
that the documents will be made available upon request to members of the public for inspection and copying.

I acknowledge that all photographs and images submitted as part of this application will become the property of the City of Los 
n/ Angeles, and understand that permission is granted for use of the photographs and images by the City wiLhout any expectation 

of compensation.
I acknowledge that I have the right to submit or 
in this application.

trie appropriate permission to submit all information contained

Steven Luftman Mav3,2017_ r
Name: Signature:Date:

Mail your Historic-Cultural Monument Submittal to the Office of Historic Resources.

Office of Historic Resources 

Department of City Planning 

200 N. Spring street. Room 620 

Los Angeles, CA 90012

The nomination was filed on May 3, 2017.



Cultural Heritage Ordinance

(e) Time for the Cultural Heritage Commission to Act.

1. Action on Application. The Commission shall determine at a public meeting 
held within 30 days of the filing of a complete, verified application, as determined by the 
Director, whether to take a proposed designation of a Monument under consideration. 
This time limit to take a proposed designation under consideration may be extended by 
mutual consent of the applicant and the Commission. After providing all notice required 
under this article, the Commission shall hold a public hearing on the proposed 
designation. The Commission shall, pursuant to Section 22,171.10 of this article, make a 
report and recommendation on the application within 75 days of the meeting where the 
proposed designation was taken under consideration. If the Commission fails to act on an 
application within the time allowed by this section, the Commission shall be deemed to 
have denied the application.

LAMC requires nominations be heard within 30 days of filing.



Nomination Heard on 8/17/17
CULTURAL HERITAGE COMMISSION 

REGULAR MEETING AGENDA 
THURSDAY, AUGUST 17, 2017 AFTER 10:00 A.M. 

200 NORTH SPRING STREET 
ROOM 1010, 10th FLOOR 
LOSARGhLtS, CA 450012

Richard Barron, President 
Gail Kennard, Vice President 
Pilar Buelna, Commissioner 
Barry A. Milofsky, Commissioner 
Vacant

Vincent P. Bertoni, AICP, Director 
Kevin J. Keller, AICP, Executive Officer 
Lisa M Webber, AICP, Deputy Director 

Jan Zatorski, Deputy Director

PROPOSED MONUMENT: AIDLIN-REES APARTMENTS

PROPERTY ADDRESS: 106-108-1/2 South Kings Road CHC-2017-2886-HCM
CEQA: ENV-2017-2887-CE 
Council District: 5 - Koretz

REQUESTED ACTION:
Review of Historic-Cultural Monument application and determination of whether to take the proposed 
designation of a Monument under consideration.

Owner: Rimini LP

Applicant: Steven Luftman

The nomination was not heard within 30 days, and must be deemed denied.



Recent Deemed Denied Case
if Los Angeles Cultural Heritage Commission

200 North Spring Street, Room 532, Los Angeles, California, 90012-4801, (213) 978-1300
www.planninq.lacity.org

LETTER OF DETERMINATION
RECEIVED

APR - 4 m

Met Mangels, antler* UP
. m 3 1 2017MAILING DATE:

Council District: 5 - KoretzCASE NO.; CHC-2017-4770-HCM
CEQA: ENV-2017-4771-CE

423-427 North Hayworth AvenueProperty Address:

Hayworth Abbey LLC c/o Isaac CohanzadOwner;

Dee Ann NewkirkApplicant:

At its meeting of March 16, 2017, the Cultural Heritage Commission took no action on the above- 
referenced matter because, pursuant to Section 22.171.10(e)(1) of the Los Angeles 
Administrative Code, the application had already been deemed denied.

Etta M Armstrong, Commission Executive Assistant I 
Cultural Heritage Commission V-/

Previous cases were deemed denied in these same circumstances.

http://www.planninq.lacity.org


Conclusion
Los Angeles Department of City Planning

RECOMMENDATION REPORT

CULTURAL HERITAGE COMMISSION CASE NO : CHC-2O17-2806-HCM 
ENV-2017 2887 CE

HEARING DATE: 
TIME:
PLACE:

October 19. 2017 
10:00 AM
City Hall. Room 1010 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Location: 106-108'1>2 South Kings Road 
Council District: 5 - Koretz 
Community Plan Area: Wilshire 
Area Planning Commission: Central 
Neighborhood Council: Mid City West 
Legal Description Tract TR 10369. Lot 57

EXPIRATION DATE: October 31, 2017

PROJECT: Histone-Cultural Monument Application for the 
AlDLlN-REES APARTMENTS

Declare the property a Historic-Cultural MonumentREQUEST:

OWNER(S): Rimini LP
11601 Santa Monica BNd. 
Los Angeles. CA 90025

RECOMMENDATION That the Cultural Heritage Commission:

1. Not declare the property a Historic-Cultural Monument per Los Angeles Administrative 
Code Chapter 9, Division 22, Article 1 Section 22 171 7

Adopt staff's recommendation: Deny this frivolous nomination.



Google Groups

106 S. Kings Rd

blu...@ulanguagenet.com
Posted in group: Clerk-PLUM-Committee

Nov 27, 2017 12:45 PM

To Whom it May Concern,

I am writing to you in the hopes that you will decline the nomination for historic designation at the 106 
South Kings Road Apartment complex. I find it extremely disturbing that there is any consideration being 
given to stopping the advancement of building some much-needed housing for numerous families on the 
basis that someone that animated films lived at this current site! This is clearly a deliberate and short
sighted attempt to prevent this site from becoming something more.

There are insufficient reasons to make this house a historic site. If we are now living in a time where we as 
a society have to choose between housing for our community and preserving a lackluster building because 
someone lived there for 4 years during his career, we are doomed as a nation.

Please exercise your sense of humanity, leadership, and compassion and disregard any possibility of 
deeming this site a historic property.

Kind regards,

Billie Lupton
17001 Vanowen Street Apartment 5 
Van Nuys, CA 91406

Letter in Opposition to HCM Nomination



Google Groups

Re: 106 South Kings Road

V Weathers by
Posted in group: Clerk-PLUM-Committee

Nov 27, 2017 10:21 PM

To the PLUM Members and Staff,

I am writing to ask that your committee decline the nomination of 106 South 
Kings Road for historic designation. No disrespect to Mr. Ising but it sets 
a dangerous example.

I could understand if, Walt Disney himself lived and worked there while he 
animated significant amounts of his work and that contributed to the 
bettering of Los Angeles, then maybe it deserves consideration. The fact of 
the matter is Walt Disney has thousands of animators who created many 
programs - are you going to declare all their homes as historical sites as 
well?

This is just it's ridiculous, and the fact that this has already been 
turned down once should be good enough to turn it down again. Thank You for 
your time.

Sincerely,

V. Weathersby
1672 North Western Avenue Apartment 201 
Los Angeles, California 90027

Letter in Opposition to HCM Nomination



Google Groups

106 Kings Road Council File: 17-1213

George Damian
Posted in group: Clerk-PLUM-Committee

Nov 29, 2017 6:48 PM

Dear PLUM Committee and City Staff,

Please deny the nomination for historical designation to the property located at 106 S. Kings Road 
(Council File: 17-1213). The project has already been denied once because there is nothing special or 
unique in its design that would qualify it to become historical. The applicant is trying to use your 
committee to undermine the potential for future housing with this second attempt at claiming this 
project housed a historical figure. I am not knocking Rudolph Ising or his achievements, but 
considering we live in a state that houses countless people of varying celebrity, we would have to give 
historical designation to almost every building in the city, and at least 4 others we know Ising also 
resided in. Please shut down this attempt at halting development. Thank you for your time.

Respectfully,

George Damian 
(213)925-4760 
1245 Innes Ave 
Los Angeles, Ca 90026

Letter in Opposition to HCM Nomination



Google Groups

Council File: 17-1213

Daniel Collins
Posted in group: Clerk-PLUM-Committee

Dec 1, 2017 1:03 PM

Dear PLUM Committee and City Staff:

I would like to give my support to the Los Angeles Department of City Planning Recommendation Report for Council 
File: 17-1213 to not declare 106-108-1/2 South Kings Road a Historic-Cultural Monument. I reject the idea that 
another property with unusual lines and no actual history will be used to halt development in Los Angeles County. I 
reject the idea that we're using Rudolf Ising as the reason to halt development.

Rudolf Ising was a world class racist. His 1931 cartoon short “Hittin' the Trail for Hallelujah Land” has the distinction of 
being the earliest made cartoon to be banned from syndication. Quite an accomplishment! This banned group of 
cartoons, called the “Censored Eleven" group of cartoons, are considered so racially charged, with racism so 
essential to the plot and so completely pervasive throughout the entirety of the cartoons that the copyright holders 
believed that no amount of selective editing could ever make them acceptable for distribution. He directed that 
episode. Those evil and disgusting ideas were displayed exactly as Rudolf Ising meant them to be.

Rudolf Ising is also the original producer of the Tom and Jerry cartoons. The cartoon duo who gave us such 
characters as Mammy Two Shoes. “Now the mammy in Tom and Jerry was an outright racist cartoon character. [She] 
had the typical negro voice and served as a foil for the two animal characters. Showing just her feet and lower body 
kept us from worrying about her face and making her another character' to give personality to" said Jack Zander, one 
of Tom and Jeny’s animators. In fact two episodes of Tom and Jerry were pulled from the second installment of 
Warner Brothers' Golden Collection because they featured Tom and Jerry “blacked up.”

Rudolf Ising is associated with some of the most racist cartoons of all time from Looney Tunes to Tom and Jerry. The 
fact that he slept at 106 South Kings Road and made those cartoons should be considered all the more reason to 
tear this building down not made into a Historic-Cultural Monument.

Dan Collins

west Hollywood, ca 9oo4Letter in Opposition to HCM Nomination



Google Groups

Council File: 17-1213

Dec 4, 2017 9:12 PMHeaven Myers
Posted in group: Clerk-PLUM-Committee

To whom it may concern,

I cannot believe that city staff is even remotely considering the possibility of 
making the home at 106 South Kings Road a historic site! You are placing more 
value on four years of the life of a racist cartoonist than the lives of numerous 
low income families! What image are you trying to project? Rudolph Ising 
made his career by making racist cartoons about blacks, and now the city wants 
to make a residence he spent four years in a historic site! I'm sure it is not your 
intentions to offend minorities in our already tense society by telling them that a 
racist cartoonist is more important to you all than a roof over their heads! 
Unfortunately, that is the message you will be sending loud and clear if you 
decide to turn this site into a historic home instead of affordable housing for 
these families.

Sincerely,

Heaven Gayle
8719 Wakefield Avenue,
Panorama City, CA 91402

Letter in Opposition to HCM Nomination
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106 Kings Road South File: 17-1213

Omaha Fourteen
Posted in group: Clerk-PLUM-Committee

Dec 5, 2017 6:45 AM

Good Morning,

I am reaching out to you in regards to City File 17-1213.1 wanted to make sure you are aware that Rudolph Ising 
became famous based off his extremely racist character, Bosko. This man openly and proudly disparaged blacks 
repeatedly in his work as an animator. That being said, surely you can understand my surprise and shock when I 
discovered that the city officials wants to make one of his many homes a historic site to prevent it from becoming 
affordable housing for low income families. I find it completely absurd and disturbing that you would put a dead racist 
cartoonist before the lives of families in current need of affordable housing. I am hopeful that city representatives will 
come to their senses and not make 106 Kings road a historic site.

Kind regards,

Zachary Wade 
2300 South Victoria 
Apt 511
Los Angeles, CA 90016

Letter in Opposition to HCM Nomination
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106 S Kings Rd - Not a historic place

Javi M
Posted in group: Clerk-PLUM-Committee

Dec 6, 2017 12:45 PM

To Whom It May Concern,

Please decline the preservation of 106 King Road for the second time. The city did not think 
it was worth saving after the first review, and this second attempt doesn't stack up either.

Los Angeles is packed with rich history, and Rudolf Ising is a part of that but we all know 
that's not what this nomination is about Let's not pretend that this is a sincere attempt and 
move onto more important landmarks and focus on less emotionally driven solutions. 
Please, swiftly decline this nomination so that we can move past this nonsense.

Respectfully, 
Javier Mulero

Letter in Opposition to HCM Nomination



LAABUNDANT
HOUSING

Help Abundant Housing LA oppose the HCM nomination for 106-108y2 South
Kings Road!

Help AH LA oppose the Historic-Cultural Monument (HCM) nomination for 106-108% South Kings Road!

This nomination is a part of a worrying trend of HCM nominations being used as a back-door method for 
opponents of development to block the construction of badly needed new housing.

The city cannot allow HCM nominations to be abused in this manner. HCM designations must be reserved for 

truly exemplary works of architecture or sites where significant historic events took place, or the public will 
lose faith in the process. Most importantly, the city cannot allow HCM designations to be used as a 
surreptitious means to thwart the construction of housing needed to meet the region's major housing 
shortage.

Take future action with a singleclick. 
Log in or Sign up for FastAction. fast Action Q

Housing Advocates Oppose this HCM Nomination
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START ORGANIZING LOGIN OR SIGNUP

Save Rudy's Home. Save Animation History
363 Letters Sent

-+
Only 37 more until our goal of 400*

f
L

Urfi■i ENTER YOUR RETURN ADDRESS

ri* First Name *

1937 Academy Awards
Rudy Ising, \iaxine Jennings, Hugh HarmanAidlin-Rccs Apartments. Rudolf Ising was the first resident of 106 S. Kings Road Last Name *

AIDLIN-REES APARTMENTS/ 
RUDOLF ISING RESIDENCE

SUPPORT the Historic Cultural Monument
Email *

,f f f '.“1=1. 1 -7W!1ft "’T aNNc^WI.1
Home Address

itis m3 m
City (no state) *

Your email can help us save animation history.

ZIP/Postal Code *
We are trying to save cartoon pioneer Rudolf Ising's home. Rudy was an early employee of Walt Disney, 
and went on to establish both Warner Brothers and MGM's animation departments. Rudy and his partner 

Hugh Harman created Looney Tunes and their character Bosko was first utter the words 'That's All Folks!'’

Not in the US?

START WRITING

—i 4-u. u.,:i i:  --

Support Letters Came from Online Auto-Fill Form



Monument.

Preservation of Aldiln-Rees Apartments/Rudolf Ising Residence Is a deserving honor for 
animation pioneer Rudolf Ising

The list of Rudolf Ising's accomplishments is long He was one of Walt Disney's first 
employees, was nominated for six Academy Awards, directed and produced the first 
sync sound cartoon, founded Warner Brothers animation, founded MGM animation, 
created “Looney Tunes’, and his characters were the first to utter the words 'That's All 
Fofcs!’

Zina H. Cheng.

Dear Counci member,

I urge you to support the designation of 106 S Kings Road as a Historic Cultural 
Monument.

Preservation of AJdln-Rees Apartments/Rudolf Ising Residence Is a deserving honor for 
animation pioneer Rudolf Ising.

The list of Rudolf Ising's accomplishments is long. He was one of Wait Disney's first 
employees, was nominated for six Academy Awards, directed and produced the first 
sync sound cartoon, founded Warner Brothers animation, founded MGM animation, 
created “Looney Tunes’, and his characters were the first to utter the words "That's All 
Fofcs!"

During the years he lived at 106 S Kings Road he accomplished some of Ns most 
important work, Including directing and producing the first non-Disney film to win an 
Oscar.

This lovely Streamline Modems builcfing still provides affordable homes to the working 
I ii111|ih Him 111 |i Mm i nil Uni......... I Industry located In Los Angeles - certainly a fitting
tribute to Rudolf Ising

Denise Kattan 
denides@yahoo com 
1290 Fay PI
California, California 91104

During the years he lived at 106 S Kings Road he accomplished some of Ns most 
Important work. Including directing and producing the first non-Disney film to win an 
Oscar

le building stlM provides affordable homes to the working 
^etitindustry located in Los Angeles - certainly a fitting

This lovi
0ti6pewho keep the anti 
tribute to Rudolf Ising.

Daphne Alexander 
alexanderdaphne@gmaii.com 
6 Middleton Place 
London. England W1W 7TF Ismael Santos Jan 7 <*

Zina H. Cheng.

Dear Councflmember,

3 Viviana Lozano Jan 7 I support the nomination of 106 S Kings Road. Rudolf Ising's Home.

as a Historic Cultural Monument.

Preservation of AJdln-Rees Apartments/Rudolf Ising Residence is a deserving honor for 
animation pioneer Rudolf Ising.

The list of Rudolf Ising's accomplishments Is long He was one of Walt Disney's first 
employees, was nominated for six Academy Awards, directed and produced the first 
sync sound cartoon, founded Warner Brothers animation, founded MGM animation, 
created ’Looney Tunes’, and Ns characters were the first to utter the words "That's All 
Foks

Zina H Cheng.

Dear Coundmember,

I urge you to support the designation of 106 S Kings Road as a Historic Cultural 
Monument

Preservation of AJdln-Rees Apartments/Rudoif Ising Residence is a deserving honor for 
animation pioneer Rudolf Ising.

The list of Rudolf Ising's accomplishments is long. He was one of Walt Disney's first 
employees, was nominated for six Academy Awards, directed and produced the first 
sync sound cartoon, founded Warner Brothers animation, founded MGM animation, 
created “Looney Tunes’, and his characters were the first to utter the words That's All 
Foks!“

This lovely Streamline Modeme building still provides affordable homes to the working 
people wt>o keep the entertainment Industry located In Los Angeles - certainly a fitting 
tribute to Rudolf Ising.

Looney Tunes was something me and my dad could always love to watch whenever It 
was on TV Even when we would pop in the DVD of the classic set. we couldn't help 
laughing at the greatness of the animation and writing all over again He's not here with 
me or my mom now. but I'm sure he would love to know that someone connected with 
creating one of his favorite shows would be truly honored for his contributions

During the years he lived at 106 S Kings Road he accomplished some of Ns most 
important work, Including directing and producing the first non-Disney film to win an 
Oscar

*Hlank you and have a nice day; 
Ismael Santos

This lovi Modeme building still provides affordable homes to the working 
iiff ill 11111^nt industry located In Los Angeles - certainly a fittingjdiiiJl NT l io keep thee 

tribute to Rudolf ising
Ismael Santos 
Isant028@fiu.edu 
324 SW 13 Ave 
Miami, Florida 33135

Viviana Lozano 
atowndiggs@gmail- com 
104-23 corona Ave 
Corona, New York 11366

Many from non-Angelenos.

mailto:alexanderdaphne@gmaii.com
mailto:Isant028@fiu.edu

